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Introduction

across all 18 quarters of Kepler light curve data released
so far (Q0 through Q17), and light curves for confirmed
false-positives (no exoplanets around star, as deemed by
NASA/astronomical community; hereafter, ‘false-positive
light curves’) from quarters Q1 through Q4 (approximately
the same number as confirmed-planet stars across all quarters). We also used only light curves taken at ‘long cadence’
(one ‘cadence’ or observation every 15 minutes; see section
11.1) over each quarter (approximately 90 days). Thus, a
given light curve instance consisted of up to about 8,600 measurements; in practice, excluding drop-outs in sensor readings
often brought this number down to the 4,000-6,000 range. A
little over 2,000 light curves were used for this project (about
1,000 for each of the two classes).
All subsequent processing and analyses was done in
Python; in addition, to unpackage the FITS files and extract the data, the open-source Astropy library [6] was
used. The LIBSVM [7] Python package was used for running SVMs/SVCs, while all other algorithms and code was
implemented manually using Python and the Numpy package
[8].

For ages, mankind has looked towards the stars and wondered if our Earth is the only place habitable for life. Now,
with recent advancements in technology, we can use powerful telescopes, such as NASA’s Kepler Space Telescope [1],
to observe stars in the visible universe to see if these extrasolar stars have extrasolar planets (called ‘exoplanets’) like
our Sun and its planets. Specifically, looking for phenomena known as ‘planetary transits’ allows us to observe light
from far-off stars to determine if they likely have exoplanets
orbiting them. Data from such planetary transits and other
detection methods has lead scientists to suggest that, over the
100+ billion stars in just our Milky Way galaxy, there may
be at least as many planets as well [2].
A planetary transit occurs when an exoplanet crosses in
front of a star from the perspective of an observer (in this case,
the Kepler telescope). This planetary transit causes a brief
dip in the observed brightness of the star. The Kepler telescope gathers time series of observations of brightness from
countless stars, with each time series referred to as a ‘light
curve’ (see Figure 1). By analyzing these light curves, we can
infer if the star might harbor an exoplanet. However, planetary transits are still difficult to identify, as dips in extrasolar
star brightness can be due to numerous different reasons, such
as binary star systems, pulsating stars, red giants, dust and
debris along the line of sight, and any other noisy and unrelated changes in star brightness. Lastly, planetary transits
must be both fairly brief and fairly periodic, corresponding to
the consistent, repetitive orbiting of a small exoplanet around
its parent star.
Due to the challenges that come with the sheer amount of
data involved, the difficulty in dealing with time series data,
and the complexity in matching the properties that a particular light curve must have to suggest an exoplanet is present,
machine learning seems a great fit for this problem. In this
project, we apply a variety of machine learning and data manipulation approaches to see if we can accurately classify light
curves (using only light curve brightness readings) belonging
to extrasolar stars with exoplanets and those without. New
and improved algorithms for planetary transit detection allow
scientists to better find new Earths out there among the stars.
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Figure 1: Examples of light curves. (Top) Two differing examples of
confirmed-planet light curves. (Bottom) Two differing examples of falsepositive light curves. The vertical axis plots the observed brightness (PDCSAP FLUX, electrons-per-second flux) of the host star, and the horizontal
axis measures the number of valid, observed data points in that quarter.

Within each light curve, for each time point during that
quarter, various sensor readings are recorded. In particular,
for this project, we want to perform classification using only
the minimal sensor readings in the light curve files; moreover,
we want to do so using only the changes in brightness (leaving out things like headers about location in space, estimated
centroids and centroid changes for host stars, and any other
information that could be collected either from the light curve
files themselves, or from other outside astrometrical sources).
Thus, we focus on each light curve’s ‘PDSCAP FLUX’ reading, which is the flux in units of electrons-per-second con-

Data

Data was obtained from NASA Kepler observations hosted
by the NASA Exoplanet Archive at Caltech. [3] The web
interface presents all files in the FITS format [5] with groundtruth labels. We used light curves for confirmed exoplanetharboring stars (NASA and the astronomical community have
concluded that at least one exoplanet orbits this star; hereafter referred to simply as ‘confirmed-planet light curves’)
1
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in a given light curve.1 In general, though, since planetary transits are currently the most common contributor to exoplanet discovery [11], we might expect at
least one planetary transit across all observed quarters
for a given confirmed-planet scenario, though this is not
guaranteed.2

tained in the optimal aperture pixels collected by the Kepler
spacecraft [9]. In particular, these values are recorded after
NASA applied its Presearch Data Conditioning (PDC) module’s detrending algorithm to the raw light curve (removing
some known error/noise sources and signals). Thus, all data
input into the machine learning algorithms discussed in this
project will be based solely on raw ‘PDCSAP FLUX’ readings.
Figure 1 shows some examples of various light curve PDCSAP FLUX readings over time. In particular, two confirmedplanet and two false-positive light curves are shown. These
curves illustrate some of the fundamental difficulties in attempting classification on this dataset:

Overall, these issues underscore that the dataset is largely
noisy and approximate, with numerous obstacles complicating classification. This is perhaps expected, though, as extrasolar stars and exoplanets themselves vary enormously, and
the distances we are dealing with are literally astronomical.
(a) Light curves vary greatly, even at a large scale. For ex- For all these reasons, machine learning becomes necessary to
ample, in the confirmed-planet class, sometimes (rarely) solve this problem.
we get ideal examples (1a), where peaks (representing
planetary transits) are very well defined and separable
Preprocessing
from the otherwise relatively-constant noise; however, 3
we can also get cases where there seems to be more
noise than there are defined peaks (1b). Conversely, we Several preprocessing steps were needed to eliminate noise,
can encounter false-positives with numerous peaks (in normalize between light curves, and extract meaningful feathe form of 1c, and sometimes even closer to those in tures. To reinforce the need for more complicated prepro1a) that do not pertain to planetary transits (they may cessing and feature extraction, initial baseline tests using just
correspond to binary star systems, pulsating stars, etc.). global statistics of each light curve (mean, median, and stan-

dard deviation) as features for the models discussed in Section
(b) Light curve brightness levels are often on scales that
5 performed at chance at best (not shown). To illustrate the
cannot be directly compared, depending on the overall
preprocessing pipeline used here, we will use Figure 2 as a
magnitude of the light from the host star. For example,
fairly end-to-end example.
the units in 1a are an order of magnitude greater than
the measurements in 1b.

3.1

(c) Overall, light curve brightness measurements are quite
noisy. This includes noise from low-frequency drifting
(1b), high-frequency noise (1c), and possible sensor errors. In noisy examples, it is often not immediately
clear what should be considered a peak and what should
be considered noise (1d is a false-positive example, but
many confirmed-planet curves look similar).

Initial noise removal

Consider the example light curves shown in Figures 1b and
2a (both confirmed-planet examples). Both have significant
low-frequency fluctuation, since the curve is oscillating and
moving at a relatively large scale. This is irrelevant (and, in
fact, distracting and misleading) when looking for planetary
transits, as transits must be sharp/brief and cannot be at the
scale of the low-frequency fluctuation in these examples. To
remove this, we applied a moving average calculation to the
raw PDCSAP FLUX readings3 to calculate a local baseline
for each point, then calculated the percentage-change from
that corresponding local baseline for each data point. Considering the nearest 15 points - or approximately four hours
- on either side seemed to work best. This therefore converted the data from the space of electrons-per-second flux
over time (Figure 2a) to percentage-change from a local baseline over time (Figure 2b). As can be seen, this does a great
job of eliminating irrelevant overall fluctuation while preserving point-to-point relations and changes.4

(d) Lastly, there is the problem of somewhat-indirect labeling. In particular, the ground-truth labels are for
the actual host star (independent of that quarter’s observed light curve), and not for each and every light
curve for any quarter that star was observed. Importantly, this means that, just because a curve is from
the confirmed-planet class, it is not required that even
a single planetary transit be visible in each of its light
curves. This is especially true when we consider the
time scales involved - each light curve consists of measurements over 90 days, meaning exoplanets with orbital periods greater than that might have no transits

1 For example, an exoplanet with orbital period similar to Earth’s would likely only show a real planetary transit once every three or four
quarters. Fortunately, many planets orbit much quicker than Earth; as an extreme example, the fastest known exoplanet orbital period is 0.73
days [11].
2 Exoplanets may be discovered/confirmed via other methods besides planetary transit, for example.
3 A filter in the style of a FFT high-pass preprocessing step could also perhaps have been used, but Fourier transforms were avoided in this
project; see Section 8
4 Note that we only care about dips in light (negative percentage-changes), so the resulting small positive peaks from percentage-change operation
are not at all detrimental.
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ily and reliably aligned, we need to remove time as a factor
when extracting our features. Intuitively, we want to know
about the peaks versus the inter-peak stretches. Furthermore,
we want to design our features to capture some information
regarding: (1) consistent periodicity of peaks - exoplanets
should be orbiting their stars at a constant orbital rate, so
transits should be relatively periodic; and (2) peaks should
be relatively brief - since both Kepler and the exoplanet are
moving (possibly even in perpendicular planes), the transit
time should be relatively short.
Using 3 as a visual example, we would define both (a) and
(c) as peaks for the first threshold, (c) as the only peak for
the second threshold, and (b) as a non-peak/inter-peak interval. We would then calculate the following feature set for
each light curve to approximate all the meaningful information desired that was discussed above:
1. Fraction of all time points that are in each of the three
categories
Figure 2: Example of preprocessing steps. Preprocessing outlined for
an example confirmed-planet light curve. In all curves, the horizontal axis
corresponds to time points, as before. In (a), the vertical axis is the original
flux in electrons-per-second, as before in Figure 1; in (b) and (c), the vertical
axis is converted to percentage-change from a local baseline using a moving average calculation. In (c), we show the thresholds based on standard
deviations below the mean; the green line correspondings to one standard
deviation below the mean for this example (‘weak peaks’), and the red line
corresponds to two standard deviations below (‘strong peaks’). As we would
hope, the clearly-visible and defined peaks in this example are all labeled as
strong peaks.

3.2

2. Global mean, median, and standard deviation
3. Number of distinct continuous peaks (two such peaks
at (a) and (c) for the first threshold; one at (c) for the
second threshold)
4. Peak width (widths of (a) and (c) in time) - mean and
standard deviation
5. Peak max magnitude (most negative value of the peak)
- mean and standard deviation

Thresholding and peak identification

Now that much of the data has been normalized away, we can
simply take value thresholds on the percentage-change metric
to identify peaks. This was impossible before due to the nonstandardized baselines and units we were dealing with. Using
two different thresholds - drops below one and two standard
deviations from the mean of the percentage-change data seemed to work best for identifying peaks; see Figure 2b-c. Intuitively, we want to identify what points in each light curve
correspond to strong peaks (and therefore, if they are brief
enough, are most likely to correlate to real planetary transits), what points correspond to decent peaks (decent chance
of being a real planetary transit), and what points are likely
just noise (likely non-peaks). This was done by simply iterating through all points and labeling them as one or more of the
following three sets: (1) strong peaks, with percentage-change
value less than5 two standard deviations below the mean; (2)
weak peaks, with percentage-change value less than one standard deviation below the mean6 ; and (3) non-peaks/interpeak points, with percentage-change above one standard deviation below the mean.

6. Overall peak points’ values - mean and standard deviation
7. Non-peak/inter-peak width (b) - mean and standard deviation

Where feature subsets for numbers 3 through 7 are computed
for both the first threshold and the second threshold separately. Overall, this constitutes 24 different features. To
(fairly naı̈vely) account for possible relations between these
various features (and to be able to place these first-order features into a higher dimension where we might be able to learn
a linear boundary that is non-linear in the original feature
space), we also take pairwise products of all of these 24 features. When we add in a bias term of 1 (for logistic regression,
for example), the first-order features, and all the second-order
pairwise features, we get a total number of 325 features, thus
meaning that each light curve is represented as a vector in
325
in our feature space.
Since many of the resulting features are still on fairly
incomparable scales (which is exponentially exaggerated by
some of the learning algorithms used), we normalize each fea4 Features
ture using mean removal and dividing by the standard deviUsing the output from the preprocessing step outlined above, ation (similar to the preprocessing and normalizing we might
we can proceed to extract meaningful features from each time do for an algorithm like PCA, for example). In manual inspecseries of points. In particular, since time series cannot be eas- tion of the new scaled feature ranges, this seemed to work well

R

5 Note that ‘less than’ a certain threshold refers to the actual signed relation to the mean, and not simply the magnitude distance from the
mean.
6 As a result, points in the two-standard-deviation category are always in the one-standard-deviation category - this intuitively makes more sense
since it prevents splitting up a single peak into two perceived peaks at the one-standard-deviation level, and also gave slightly better performance.
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in properly scaling features to be comparable to all other features; in testing, this also improved performance (not shown).
To address the concerns we mentioned above, in particular, we model the consistency and periodicity of any planetary
transits (peaks in our data) by looking at the standard deviation of the non-peak/inter-peak intervals, and would hope
to see minimal standard deviation for confirmed-planet cases.
In addition, by inspecting peak width, we approximate how
brief peaks for confirmed-planet examples should be in comparison to false-positive examples. Peak max and average
values give us information about the strength of the peaks,
and our counts and fractions for number of peaks and peak
points tell us how many peaks there are and how much they
dominate the entire time series.

input in our training set (Dtrain ), we find:
arg

kφ(x) − φ(x0 )k

min

(1)

(x,y)∈Dtrain

Then simply return the found label y; this can be easily generalized to the k-nearest neighbors algorithm, where we instead
return the mode of the nearest k neighbors’ labels.
In logistic regression, we want to find a decision boundary for binary classification. We use regularization and
stochastic gradient ascent (SGA) to find the MLE weights:

MLE: θ := arg maxθ `(θ) = y log hθ (x) + (1 − y) log 1 − hθ (x) − 21 λkθk2
Gradient:

∂`(θ)
∂θj


= y − hθ (x) xj − λθj




SGA update: θj := θj + α y − hθ (x) xj − λθj

For softmax regression, we apply K-means (see Section 5.2) to break down the two parent classes into K new
child classes. This allows us to do learning in the multi-class
classification environment (see Section 6), and in final testing
output and test against the two parent class labels. In general, in softmax regression, we modify our logistic regression
hypothesis function to handle classification problems where
the output label/class y is in {1, . . . , k}, as partitioned by
K-means:
Figure 3: Visual reference for peak feature extraction. Note this
is simply a toy example and is not drawn accurately/to scale. The black
line represents the mean (usually around 0% percentage-change in the PDCSAP FLUX time series), and the green and red line represent the first and
second thresholds, respectively. The first threshold corresponds to one standard deviation below the mean, and the second threshold corresponds to
two standard deviations below. By separating points as such, we can easily extract features about both the strong peaks, the weak peaks, and the
inter-peak intervals.
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hθ (x) =

h

exp(θ1T x)
Pk
T
j=1 exp(θj x)

...

T
exp(θk
x)
Pk
T
j=1 exp(θj x)

iT

Where each entry in the hypothesis matrix above is of the
exp(θiT x)
form:7 φi = p(y = i|x; θ) = Pk exp(θ
T x) , and we can use
j=1

j

stochastic gradient descent with the following gradient:


∇θj J(θ) = − x(1{y = j} − p(y = j|x; θ)) + λθj

Models and learning algorithms
Learning algorithms

For SVMs and support vector classification (SVC),
we want to find an optimal-margin decision boundary by solving the SVM dual optimization problem:8

This is primarily a supervised learning problem, where we
want to take the feature vectors constructed above for each
light curve and classify them correctly after training with the
ground-truth labels. As mentioned, we have two ground-truth
classes (confirmed-planet and false-positive), and a large feature vector for each light curve. We used four distinct machine
learning algorithms to perform classification on this dataset:
k-nearest neighbors, logistic regression, softmax regression, and SVM. All algorithms except SVM were implemented manually in Python with Numpy [8] (SVMs were
run using LIBSVM [7]).
For k-nearest neighbors, at test time, we want to find
the k most similar training examples to our test input and
simply approximate the proper test label using the groundtruth training labels. To find the nearest neighbor to our test

maxa W (a) =

Pm

i=1

ai −

1
2

Pm

i,j=1

y (i) y (j) ai aj hx(i) , x(j) i

An RBF/Gaussian kernel was applied to our SVM using LIBSVM.
All hyperparameters (such as regularization terms, number of maximum iterations, step size type, and convergence
criteria) for logistic regression and softmax regression were
chosen using manually-implemented K-fold cross-validation
(due to excessive runtime and limited resources, 5-fold crossvalidation was used). Hyperparameters for SVM classification
were chosen automatically using cross-validation as part of the
given LIBSVM tools.

7 As we can see, the last parameter in our hypothesis function is redundant, due to sum of total probability (all entries must sum to 1). However,
in practice, when we use regularization (for any λ > 0, the cost function is now strictly convex and we are guaranteed a unique solution. This
allows us to keep all the parameters (θ1 , . . . , θk ) without arbitrarily setting one of them to zero [12].
Pm
8 Subject to the constraints: a ≥ 0, i = 1, . . . , m and
(i) = 0.
i
i=1 ai y
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5.2

Other algorithms

Learning algorithm
K-Nearest Neighbors
Logistic Regression
SVM, RBF Kernel
Softmax Regression

To aid in some of the analyses, other algorithms were enlisted,
including K-means and PCA. K-means was implemented
manually in Python using Numpy, while the built-in PCA
function of matplotlib [13] was used for running PCA.
K-means is an algorithm for unsupervised clustering
where we want to minimize the distortion function:

J(c, µ) =

Pm

i=1

...

Before adding softmax regression, logistic regression (with
no regularization) had the best test performance on this
dataset. However, we wanted to see if we could further improve performance. To do so, we reasoned that, since exoplanets usually fall in different buckets of shapes, sizes, orbits, and other physical characteristics (Earth analogs, SuperEarths, gas giants, etc.), we might be able to first cluster
them to learn better decision boundaries for each sub-class of
confirmed-planet and false-positive light curves.
This indeed ended up giving a small increase in performance (see Figure 4), though it seems like the softmax regression performance may be highly dependent on the nature
of the clustering (the cluster assignments that minimize the
K-means distortion function are not necessarily the ones that
maximize softmax regression performance).

kx(i) − µc(i) k2

uTk x

T

∈

Rk
Figure 4: Softmax regression performance as a function of number
of K-means clusters. In particular, K = 10 enabled the best softmax
regression classification performance, surpassing logistic regression.

We can then do learning in this lower, k-dimensional feature
space by transforming all our inputs using this basis, allowing
more efficient learning.

6

Test Performance
83.9%
84.5%
83.3%
85.6%

Table 1: Performance of learning algorithms on full training and
testing sets.

Where we want each training example x(i) to be assigned to
the optimal cluster centroid µc(i) via its assignment c(i) to minimize J; we can do this using the K-means algorithm, where
we (1) assign each training example to the closest cluster centroid, then (2) move each cluster centroid to the mean of the
points assigned to it. For each distinct call to K-means, we
repeatedly ran the algorithm with different random initializations to find the assignments that most successfully minimized
the distortion value.
PCA, or Principal Components Analysis, allows us to reduce dimensionality (especially helpful considering our very
large feature space) by finding the k principal components
(which give a lower, k-dimensional basis and approximation
for our original features). To do so, we simply find the top k
eigenvectors (u1 , . . . , uk ; k < n, where n is the length of our
original feature vectors) of the empirical covariance matrix
from the data (assuming we have already subtracted the mean
and divided by the standard deviation, which we discussed in
Section 3). Therefore, to represent an original feature vector
x in this new basis, we simply compute:

y = uT1 x

Train Performance
87.1%
82.29%
87.0%

In particular, we used K-means clustering to first do unsupervised clustering of each of the two parent classes independently. Thus, each of the two parent classes was broken
down into K new child classes.10 In doing so, we might be
able to better learn how to distinguish various distinct subtypes (sub-classes or clusters), instead of having to group all
instances of each parent class together when learning a decision boundary. To then perform classification, we learn using
softmax regression over the new child classes, choose optimal hyperparameters11 using K-fold cross validation over the
child class labels on the validation sets, and then at the final

Results

Using the optimal hyperparameters for each algorithm obtained via K-fold cross validation (as explained in Section
5.1), we obtained the performance metrics shown in Table 1.
Performance is in terms of percent-correct, and is shown for
the hyperparameters for each algorithm that lead to the best
(cross-validation) performance.9

9 For K-nearest neighbors, K = 3 performed best. For logistic regression, setting a max iteration limit of 2,000 iterations through the entire
dataset, along with zero regularization and step size equal to one over the square root of the number of updates made so far, did the best (though
training with only around 500 iterations gave nearly-similar performance). For SVM classification, the best hyperparameters were c = 512 and
γ = 0.03125.
10 If K = 3, for example, we would have 3 child classes for confirmed-planet curves and 3 for false-positive curves, for a total of K ∗ 2 = 6 possible
child classes to perform classification over.
11 For 10 K-means clusters, the optimal hyperparameters for softmax regression were roughly 1,000 training set iterations using stochastic gradient descent (though training with as few as 200-300 iterations gave nearly-similar performance), with a relatively small regularization parameter
(0.001) and dynamic step size (one over square root of number of updates made so far).
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7

test phase simply output and test against the child’s parent
class label instead of the child class label. Putting this all
together gave the optimal performance out of all other learning algorithms explored here (though overall, all algorithms
performed similarly).
Lastly, we briefly attempted to run PCA to reduce the dimensionality of the feature space, taking only the k top principal components and re-running tests for each value of k over
all learning algorithms with their optimal hyperparameters.
This worked surprisingly well and speaks to PCA’s ability
to reduce dimensionality while preserving variance; Figure 5
shows that performance of most algorithms stayed fairly high
even when using a minimal basis of principal components (as
few as 5-50 principal components down from our original 325,
depending on the algorithm). Of note, logistic regression and
softmax regression saw fairly sizeable declines as the number of principal components became quite small; since SVMs
were still able to learn in these spaces, we hypothesize that
the reduced principal components remaining may have corresponded to some of the more linearly-related features in the
dataset, so logistic regression and softmax regression were unable to learn non-linear decision boundaries (the SVM’s RBF
kernel might have allowed it to do continue to do so by allowing it to work in a higher-dimensional feature space due
to inner products). At any rate, the data shows that we can
get away with as few as 50 principal components in almost all
cases and still perform fairly similarly to performance using
our full feature space!

Error analysis

By examining the examples that were classified incorrectly, we
can get a better idea of where the algorithms are not properly
learning, and what examples and features might be confusing
the algorithms. In particular, across all algorithms, many of
the examples similar to those shown in Figure 6 were misclassified. Figure 6a shows a false-positive light curve; however, it appears to have all the characteristics of a confirmedplanet curve, including strong, defined, and consistently periodic peaks. On the other hand, Figure 6b shows a confirmedplanet light curve that appears to be more akin to random
noise. Examples like these are extremely tricky for the algorithms shown, as the features for these types of confusing
examples are likely very similar to the opposite class. Such
light curves exemplify many of the problems outlined in Section 2. Properly classifying such curves would likely involve
bringing in outside information other than just raw brightness
changes, and might also benefit from linking light curves from
the same star across different quarters (see Section 8.

Figure 6: Examples of light curves that were often misclassified
by all algorithms. Example (a) is actually a false-positive light curve,
though it appears to have distinct, periodic peaks. Example (b) is actually a
confirmed-planet light curve, though it looks more like noise. In particular,
compare these to the examples in Figure 1.
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Discussion

Overall, we present a system for preprocessing, feature extraction, and machine learning on a large dataset of Kepler
Telescope light curves for binary classification of stars as potentially harboring exoplanets or likely having none. This
system performs quite well, with up to around 85% accuracy in testing. As more time passes and more exoplanets
are discovered (we are still in the relatively early stages of
exoplanet discovery, especially using planetary transits), the
system will have more data to train on and could therefore
perform even better in the future. In its current state, we
guess that it performs likely on a similar level to NASA algorithms, though more literature research is needed to validate
this assumption.12 In addition, using informally-trained human observation as a proxy to an oracle, the author was able
to achieve around 70% correct in binary classification, meaning the learning algorithms discussed in this work perform
even better than humans with only informal training.13

Figure 5: Learning algorithm test performance as a function of PCA
component count. Note that most learning algorithms maintained good
performance, even when using a very reduced number of features. Also note
that two versions of K-means coupled with softmax regression were run for
this figure: the performance of softmax regression when K-means clustered
points into 10 clusters and PCA reduced dimensionality was very poor, so we
also sampled test performance for softmax regression with K-means clustering into 4 clusters (the second-best cluster number from our earlier K-means
testing; not shown). In addition, a bias term was still added in to all feature
vectors, in addition to the number of principal components shown at each
data point. Lastly, the final data points correspond to the original dataset
and full feature space, with no PCA applied.

12 We were unable to find hard numbers regarding corresponding performance from systems used by NASA and other astronomical research
groups. However, it is important to note that stars that are labeled as possibly harboring exoplanets due to detected planetary transits first
become ‘objects of interest’ or ‘exoplanet candidates’, and are confirmed through more thorough investigation (and possibly other methods, such
as spectrometry) before becoming a confirmed exoplanet.
13 Crowd-sourced efforts like that at PlanetHunters.org attempt to use human pattern recognition to properly classify complex light curves that
computer algorithms might have missed. Sites like this include more ‘formal’ training, so human performance likely increases significantly, at least
for many of the edge-cases that could be specifically trained on.
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All algorithms performed well on this manually-extracted
feature set; however, this is not to say that this was the first
feature set tried. Countless different feature extract pipelines,
methods, components, and feature vector sizes were tried before reaching the final performances shown above. In particular, for preprocessing and feature extraction, numerous peak
thresholds, peak characteristics, normalization/scaling techniques, and set sizes were entertained along the way.
There is likely also much room for improvement - in particular, more analysis could be done to better identify which
features are most important and which are distractors by evaluating metrics such as mutual information.14 In addition,
more domain knowledge beyond the author’s limited knowledge could be injected into the data extraction and feature
selection. While one of the primary goals of this project was
to classify using only light curve brightness metrics in a single
light curve, incorporating data from other sources (spectrometry, locations in space, knowledge about each star, centroid
changes for host stars, etc.) and linking light curves for the
same star across different quarters (a given star should only
be given one label across all observed light curves/quarters)
would likely both help classification.
It should also be noted that Fourier transforms and
wavelet analysis could likewise have been applied in the preprocessing and feature extraction steps, but we chose to avoid
these techniques for a couple reasons. For one, the author had
minimal experience with these techniques before, meaning it
would have been quite difficult to properly and thoroughly
explore and apply these techniques in the minimal time available. In addition, we reasoned that the information was not in
the frequency domain, since we really cared about very smallscale, local, point-to-point changes; thus, doing any transform (whether using a sliding Fourier transform window or
wavelet analysis to maintain some time-to-time information)
would likely have smoothed out and lost some of the crucial
point-to-point information, by definition of these techniques.
Lastly, we reasoned that, at best, the output of these techniques would give a somewhat smoothed-out version of the
initial data points, and we would still have to run some form
of peak detection to eliminate noise and isolate only peaks which would be much more difficult with smoothed-out data.
However, that said, given more time, sliding Fourier transforms and wavelet analysis would be some of the first new
techniques to apply to the preprocessing and feature extraction pipeline described here.
Other algorithms could also be tested on this (and any
augmented) feature set. For example, SVMs with other kernels, neural networks, and other such algorithms might give
good performance here, especially if there are certain nonlinear decision boundaries that we were unable to learn using our
approach. Even more hyperparameter tweaking could likely
give slightly better performance, too, but the exorbitant time
needed to run the algorithms and tests already discussed precluded doing so.
Overall, with minimal domain knowledge and a general

approach to the raw data, given a light curve consisting of
brightness readings for far-off extrasolar stars over 90 days,
we were able to preprocess and extract features relevant to
planetary transits, learn over these features using machine
learning algorithms, and classify the stars as having exoplanets or being false-positives with relatively high probability
(around 85%). We would say that, as a whole, this project
was a success, and could even be used to classify exoplanetharboring stars and identify exoplanets that have yet to be
discovered. We hope to continue to develop and test this
system as more exoplanet data surfaces, as it would be very
interesting to see if predictions on future data are reliable and
can classify exoplanet systems that have not even been confirmed. All in all, this work contributes to mankind’s ongoing
efforts to better understand our Earth, our universe, and our
place in the stars as we search for new Earths on the final
frontier.
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Final note

As a final note, I want to thank all the people who made
CS221 and CS229 possible, including Dr. Percy Liang, Dr.
Andrew Ng, and all the TA’s who put an incredible amount
of work into these classes. These classes, and this project,
were a great learning experience, so thank you! - Abraham
Botros
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11
11.1

Supplemental
‘Long cadence’ vs ‘Short cadence’ light curves

‘Long’ vs ‘short’ cadence refers to the frequency of readings. In long cadence light curves, exposures are taken every 15 minutes; in
short cadence light curves, there is only one minute in between each sampling. Long cadence curves are over one quarter/90 days, while
short cadence curves vary over shorter time spans. We found long cadence light curves to be much more abundant in the dataset, and
intuitively it seems like they would help avoid some of the noise possibly present at the higher sampling rate. We believe short cadence
light curves are supposed to be more helpful for more detailed studies of the actual star, and not as appropriate here for planetary
transit detection.
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